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Looking Ahead:           
Test Cycle 5/2-6/25 

5/2-5/7   
Yellow Stripe Basics 

5/9-4/14  

White Stripe Self Defense 

5/16-5/21   

Red Stripe Sparring              

5/23-5/28           

Blue Stripe Board Breaking  

5/31-6/4  

Black Stripe Forms 

6/6-6/11  

Stripe Catch up 

6/13-6/16 

Practice Testing 

6/20-6/25  

Testing Week

WEEK 1 

WEEK 2 

WEEK 3 

WEEK 4 

WEEK 5 

WEEK 6 

WEEK 7 

WEEK 8

As mentioned in our February newsletter, our academy is a strong supporter of ATA 
Tournaments (for details on why, read last cycle’s newsletter). Tournaments are an 

important and exciting part of martial arts. We encourage our students to participate.  

With that in mind we have created:  

Champion University is a separate program we are going to offer in 
addition to our traditional classes. Champion U is comprised of only Specialty 
Classes with the goal of training more successful competitors. We want our students to 
feel prepared and confident walking in to the ring. We want them to be able to fully 
participate in all the traditional ring events (Forms, Weapons, Combat, & Sparring). And 
of course we would love to have them bring home a few medals! 

Our Saturdays will be dedicated to this program  

(with time at the end for scheduled private lessons). Saturdays are competition and skill 
oriented ONLY and will be separated by Age (Tiger or Kids) and Ability (Recreational, 
Competitive) at the instructor’s discretion.  

There will be no additional cost to participate in this program; however, each 
student must own the required equipment for the classes they want to participate in.  
(Example: if a student wants to combat spar they must own a combat bahng mahng ee. If 
they want to take color belt weapons, they must own the weapon being taught)   

MOST students will be able to participate in MOST classes for their age.  
Some of these classes are “invite only” for the following reasons:  

Student Safety- Some students may not be advanced enough to control certain 
weapons which could lead to an accidental release, harming themselves or another 
student. In sparring, a student may lack body awareness leading them to 
unintentionally hurt others. 

 Enjoyment- All students mature at their own pace. We have to trust the student to 
make good choices when we are allowing them to hit others with a stick, it doesn’t 
matter whether a student is 4 or 12, its about behavior. When there are students who 
cannot behave properly it wastes time and distracts from what is trying to be taught. 
This is frustrating for the kids who want to learn and always listen because they are 
being held back.                   Cont. On next page…

CLOSED Memorial Day 
(May 30th) 

CLOSED for Districts 
(June 17th&18th)

Not everyone likes competing.  
(We get it!) 

You can always choose to focus on the 
core curriculum classes only. Monday-
Friday students will have 3 class times 

dedicated solely to learning rank 
material. Students who aren’t interested 
in competition will not “get behind” on 

their stripes by not attending Saturdays.
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Building Her Legacy 

You may have noticed Mrs. Stephens 
hasn’t been as involved for the past few 
weeks of classes. While she absolutely 

loves teaching at ATA and cares for each of 
our families dearly, she has made the hard 

decision to take a step back from her 
responsibilities for the time being. Owning 

and operating this business for the past 
9.5 years has been her dream come true 
but it has also taken a  mental, emotional 

and physical toll on her. So while not 
entirely gone, you will not see Mrs. 

Stephens as often. We don’t know how 
long of a break she will need but be 

assured that upon her return she will be 
the absolute best version of herself and 
have even more to offer our students.  

In her absence you get the exciting 
opportunity to learn from our new LEGACY 

team.  This is a group of adult students 
volunteering their time to learn how to be 
instructors. Each Legacy member brings 

his or her own unique life experience, 
personality, and teaching style. We are 
certain each of you will find a Legacy 

instructor who clicks with you, motivates 
you, and inspires you to continue training 

to the best of your abilities!  

Thank you to our Legacy Team!

Communication is our May/June testing life skill 

COMMUNICATION is how we relate to ourselves and everything around us. 
It is so important that the success of a society depends on how well it 
communicates. The success of all human relationships is founded on 
communication as well. The word communication comes from the word 
“common”, which means “equal”. This means that in order to 
communicate with each other, we must find common ground. To ensure 
this, our communication must be Seen, Heard, and Felt.   

 SEEN  
Your body language sometimes says more than words, your appearance  

and gestures speak loudly 
HEARD 

When you speak do so with confidence,  
clarity, and respect for others 

FELT 
Be open minded, listen to others with sincerity, be empathetic, and don’t  
be afraid to take action when called. Don’t just talk the talk, walk the walk!

Expectations-  These classes are to accomplish specific goals. Some students may 
struggle with comprehension of harder strategies taught in competitive sparring or 
maybe they aren’t physically “tough” enough to face more aggressive opponents.  

Our traditional program is for anyone and everyone. The level of 
athleticism or intelligence a student possesses is extraneous to their participation 
and success with us. Belts are achievements representing personal growth and 
improvement that every student should be able to learn and earn at their own pace. 
In competition, there is only one 1st Place. Champion University takes 
students to the next level. Some students may not be ready for this elite program. 
Some may have to earn an invite to participate through demonstrating their Black 
Belt Attitude, retaining a high level of focus, and giving sufficient effort in traditional 
classes. Please note: if we allow a student take an invite only class but then they 
don’t meet expectations (behavior, focus, attitude, effort) we may ask them to move 
down a difficulty level or stop that class all together. 

Medal or not, we want our students to understand we learn from both 
winning and losing. Learning is why we compete, only one person can place 1st 
but anyone who gains knowledge and experience is still a winner. This is why 
Champion University’s motto is the quote from Eternal GM HU Lee “To Compete, Is 
To Win”. We don’t expect every student to end up an avid travel competitor, we just 
want any interested students to have a great experience at our local tournaments. 
We think Champion University is the way to make that happen.

Congrats to our Picktown Showdown Competitors!!!

# of Tiger Competitors 7

# Of Rec/Comp in Attendance 26

# Of Events Registered For 73

# Of 1st/2nd/3rd place Medals 14/15/16 =45 medals!

Tournament Stats
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